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On Target Incident Report 

 

   

Brief Summary of incident. 
 
Whilst carrying out his workout in the gym, OT became distressed with the loud music that was being played. OT sat on the middle of 
the floor with his hands over his ears as loud noises caused him pain. OT was screaming “Stop It, Stop It”. A member of the public 
made a comment about OT, OT appeared to attempt to attack that member of the public but RE intervened. 
 
 

Triggers? /What caused the incident? 
 
The Triggers were loud music and a member of the public not being sympathetic towards OT by making a rude comment. Also, OT 
choosing not to wear his ear defenders made him more sensitive to loud music. 
 
 

  

Staff Member(s) Involved Robert Earl (RE) 
 
 

Compiler of Report Robert Earl (RE) 
 

Date of Report 19/05/17 
 

Signature of Compiler  
 

Signature of Service User  
(If possible) 

 

Service User(s) Involved Owen Target (OT) 
 
 

Venue of incident 
(State full address including 
Post Code) 

The Fitness Centre Gym 
Hypress Centre, 
Middlesbrough,  
TS8 3LJ 
 
 

Date of Incident 19/05/17 
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Were there any external individuals involved or affected with the incident? 
 
The person who made the comment about OT was involved as OT tried to confront him physically. Staff at the Fitness Centre who 
chose to set the music volume loud. RE explained the problem to the Fitness Centre staff after the incident. They acknowledged RE’s 
comments and turned the music down to a setting that did not cause OT pain. 
 

How was the incident dealt with? 
 
RE restrained OT, by using ‘Caring C’ technique and guided OT to a corner of the gym where nobody else was present. Positive 
speech was used. When OT de-escalated, he walked out of the gym with RE and sat in the café to have a drink. OT settled after 15 
minutes. RE asked to speak to Fitness Centre staff and requested for the music to be turned down. Fitness Centre staff did as RE 
requested. 
 

Was the incident dealt with successfully? Why? 
 
Yes, OT de-escalated within a short period of time and no one was harmed. OT could speak to RE about his distress, support was 
given to intervene before OT could physically touch the member of the public who OT attempted to attack. OT apologised to the 
member of the public and in return, the person involved apologised to OT for the comment that was made. OT was able to get back 
to his workout after the incident. 

If the incident was not dealt with successfully? What should have been done instead? 
 
In the future, OT must always have his ear defenders within reach. His ear defenders were in the locker, which was too far away for 
him to get to when he reached distress. 
 

What is the next step to take? 
 
In the future when entering environments with loud music, test if OT can handle volume levels before deciding to spend 
considerable amounts of time there. Strategy will be added to risk assessment and support plan immediately. 
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Detailed Report 
 
At 16:30, Friday 19th of May, OT entered the Fitness Centre in Coulby Newham to use the gym facilities. OT did not want to wear his 
ear defenders, he mentioned that his ears were feeling sore and that he wanted to let some air get to them. RE felt that OT was 
worried about people staring at him because by wearing the ear defenders, he would have been wearing something different to 
everyone else in the gym. RE agreed to leave ear defenders in the locker in the changing rooms, so if OT gets distressed then he can 
get them. 
 
When OT entered the gym, RE and OT noticed that the music that was being played through the speakers was set at a loud volume. 
RE asked OT if he should go and get his ear defenders. OT told RE that he would manage so OT commenced with his workout.  
 
OT was 30 minutes into his workout, he was using the exercise bike and without any warning, the volume of the music was increased 
which caused OT great distress. OT began to shout “No, No, No” and “Turn it off”.  He stood up and walked to the middle of the gym 
and sat down with his legs crossed. OT had his eyes closed, was moving his body forwards and backwards in a rocking motion, with 
his hands held tightly over his ears and he began to scream “Stop It, Stop It”. RE attempted to speak to OT, encouraging OT to follow 
him out of the gym quickly so OT could enter a quieter and more isolated environment where he could calm down. OT then reached 
out for RE’s hand and agreed to get out of the gym quickly, at this point OT began to shed tears. 
 
As OT stood up, someone walking past him, a male who looked in his late teens, laughed at OT and muttered “What is that freak’s 
problem?”. OT heard this comment, shouted at the individual “I hate you” and began to run towards this person with both fists 
clenched appearing to have the intention of attacking the individual. Before OT could get within 10 yards of the person, RE restrained 
OT by using the ‘Caring C’ technique around OT’s right arm, RE positioned his body alongside OT’s and walked him to the other side 
of the gym where nobody else was present. RE continued to hold onto OT for 2 minutes, RE said to OT repeatedly “I care about you 
too much Owen to allow you to lose control”. RE explained to OT that he intervened to protect OT and the person from any possible 
attack. OT began to scream for RE to let go of him and then began to weep. After 1 minute, OT calmed down and mentioned to RE 
that he was sorry and that he had regained control. RE let go of OT’s arm, no harm to OT was done, then RE asked OT to follow him 
out of the gym so that they could sit down, have a drink and settle down. OT followed RE without question. 
 
Detailed Report continued…. 
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OT spent 15 minutes in the café, had a drink of water and explained to RE that what upset him was the loud music hurting his ears 
and that he felt he was getting bullied by the member of the public who made the comment about him being a freak. 
 
Whilst sat down in the Fitness Centre Café, RE asked to speak to a staff member who works in the gym. Gym Assistant Mark 
Hamilton (MH), came in to speak to RE and OT. OT and RE explained to MH what caused the distress. RE asked MH why they needed 
to set the music volume to such a loud setting? RE said that if gym members want to listen to loud music that they should bring their 
own music and earphones. MH told RE that some people in the gym requested for the music to be set at a louder volume as it helps 
to motivate them in their workout. RE then mentioned that not everyone likes loud music and this should not be imposed on 
everyone who is in the gym just because some individuals have requested it.  RE also mentioned that OT’s sensitivity to loud music 
was reported to the Gym Instructors when OT had his induction and OT was promised that he would not have to endure loud music. 
MH agreed with RE that this was unacceptable, MH apologised to RE and OT and mentioned that he would make sure that this did 
not happen again. 
 
RE then spoke to MH about the individual who made the rude comment to OT. RE described the individual to MH, MH knew who RE 
was speaking about straight away. MH brought the individual to meet OT and RE. This individual apologised for his comment and 
mentioned that he regretted saying it. RE explained to this individual, after receiving permission from OT, that OT has special needs 
and that he should respect that. The individual responded by saying that he understood what RE was trying to say. OT apologised to 
this person for attempting to attack him, the apology was accepted, both shook hands with each other and the individual went back 
into the gym. 
 
OT then sat for another 10 minutes, the music was turned down in the gym and OT was then able to conclude the rest of his workout 
without any issues at all. RE had to write out an incident report for the Fitness Centre before going back into the gym with OT. 
 
Incident was reported to OT’s Father, Derek Target (DT) when OT was returned home with RE. DT mentioned to RE that ear 
defenders should stay next to OT at all times, RE and OT agreed with DT. DT thanked RE for the support and mentioned to RE that 
the fact that this incident happened shows that the support for OT in the community is essential as without it, the incident could 
have been a lot worse. RE agreed with DT. 

 


